
Network flow records

Retrospective traffic analysis

Network incident investigation

Anomaly and attack detection

Security appliance for network traffic analysis

Stethoscope 3.0



Since 2002, the SSEC Group of Companies 
has been developing and implementing 
information security solutions which 
help our clients deal with a wide 
range of tasks related to information 
protection. Our specialists hold IT 
degrees from Russia’s best universities: 
Moscow State University, Moscow 
Institute of Engineering and Physics, 
Bauman Moscow State Technical 
University.

About us

Stethoscope is a security appliance which 
enables the user to control all network 
traffic within the company (both locally and 
online), detect malicious attacks, and implement 
information security policies.

Our system is an efficient and easy-to-use 
tool for analyzing network interactions and 
controlling network activities performed by 
both users and software.

We protect corporate 
networks, help detect 
confidential information 
leaks, and facilitate 
investigations into 
network incidents that 
compromise information 
security. Our solutions 
have all the necessary 
licenses and certificates 
including those that 
allow us to carry out 
activities related to 
protecting confidential 
information.



* according to data provided by Sberbank, SonicWall, InfoWatch

2.5 trillion rubles 

10.52 billion

A 61 percent increase

were lost by Russia’s economy  
due to cyberattacks in 2019

malware attacks were registered  
by the SonicWall company in 2018

in the number of confidential data leaks 
was noted in Russia in the first half of 2019 
(compared with the same period of 2018)

Why 
Stethoscope

Prevents cyberattacks against 
corporate assets

Controls activities performed 
online by staff members

Gathers evidence and helps investigate 
information security incidents

Detects confidential 
information leaks

Gathers statistics and makes it possible 
to analyze the entire traffic in a convenient 
reporting format

Helps minimize financial risks 
and reputation damage

Our clients

  Internet security  
and IT departments

  Companies willing to 
monitor what their 
employees are doing online

 Internet providers

The appliance can process network 
flows at a speed of up to 20 Gbit/s 
(10 Gbit/s full duplex) on the x86-64 
architecture without any losses.

In order to analyse network 
flows at a speed of up to 2 Gbit/s, 
the Stethoscope only requires 
resources that are comparable with 
those of an inexpensive personal 
computer.

One Stethoscope appliance can 
process network flows from several 
independent network interfaces 
simultaneously.

Stethoscope can also function on 
devices equipped with Russian-
made Elbrus architecture.

The Stethoscope appliance 
is suitable for companies of 
any size. It offers an intuitive 
interface, flexible settings, 
and optimized resource 
consumption.



Traffic  
analyzers
Automatic detection 
of anomalies and attacks 
using methods 
of mathematical statistics 
and machine learning

Retrospective  
analysis
Detailed network activity with 
respect to previously accumulated 
data, as relevant to the incident 
under investigation. Possible 
application of new analyzers 
and analysis methods.

Protocol 
identification
Definition of over  
1000 network protocols,
including application level 
of apps and services

Geolocation
Geopositioning  
of network addresses
within indexed traffic

Integration with  
SIEM systems
Exporting network security events 
from the Appliance analyzers.

Integration with external 
traffic analyzers
Traffic redirection towards external 
attack detection systems: Argus,  
Snort, Suricata

The Stethoscope 3.0 appliance helps efficiently 
control network activities within a company or 
organization. It detects security policy violations 
(including confidential information leaks), 
malfunctions in network services, and errors in 
the standard networking profile.

Traffic  
capturing
Network traffic capturing from 
several interfaces at a time with 
optional filtering

Real-time  
monitoring
Active network monitoring 
within a company. Results can 
subsequently be presented 
as a set of diagrams, tables, 
and dashboards

Traffic indexing and 
categorization
Real-time statistics and recording 
of network traffic, which includes 
at least 20 network indexing 
parameters

Traffic  
recording
Guaranteed recording 
of the traffic on a hard drive 
at a speed of up to 20 Gbit/s 
and its availability for 
subsequent analysis.

What 
Stethoscope 

can do



Captures and stores 
all network traffic

Dumper

How  
it works Intuitive  

WEB interface 
Provides data 
for traffic analysis 
and investigations.

Operator 
console

Local area network 
(LAN)

Database
Contains traffic statistics, analyzer events,  
and traffic filtration policies

Indexer
Performs traffic indexing and categorization, 
stores information into database

Automatically detect 
anomalies and attacks 
using methods of 
mathematical statistics 
and machine learning. 

Analyzers

Centralized monitoring 
and management of 
all components in the 
Appliance.

Control  
server

Stethoscope 3.0
Contains stored 
traffic with metadata.

RAID arrayNetwork gatewayInternet



Usage scenarios 

Analysis can be 
performed in real time 
or retrospectively.

Network  
traffic 
Presentation of network 
activity with a convenient 
filtration mechanism.

Information 
security events 
Uniform system of 
reports on information 
security events from 
different traffic analyzers.Traffic 

Traffic intensity over a pre-selected time 
interval filtered by IP addresses, protocols 
and geopositioning.

Protocols
Statistics related to the most 
frequently used protocols.

Main menu
Selection of data presentation mode between 
aggregated reports and detailed information on 
traffic / information security events. 
Appliance settings.

Detailed reports
Detailed information 
on network sessions 
and information 
security events. 
Optional filtering 
and export.

Time interval 
selection
An easy way to obtain 
detailed statistics 
on traffic or information 
security events over 
a certain period of time.

Operator 
interface



Benefits of Stethoscope

Unique functionalities  
in development
Plugin architecture makes it possible to 
enhance the basic functionality of analyzers. 
The Appliance uses methods of mathematical 
statistics, signature analysis, and machine 
learning (ML/AI).

Support
Support and maintenance at every stage 
of use – from implementation to incident 
investigation.

Integration  
options
Integration is possible with existing traffic 
analysis systems (IDS/IPS) as well as tools 
for processing information security events 
(SIEM).

Technical specifications

We provide Stethoscope as an out-of-the-box solution 
which includes a server with pre-installed software. 
This guarantees compliance with all technical requirements 
and an appropriate parameter adjustment which results 
in the reliable functioning of the whole Appliance.

A typical solution includes a server with pre-installed 
Stethoscope software and, if necessary, a network tap 
for safe connection to the network during its operation.

Along with that, a standard solution will also include over 
20 analyzers for controlling threshold values and analyzing 
white/black lists (IP, DNS, geopositioning) and databases 
of “bad” IP, DNS, and services.

Channel speed   20 Gb/s

Number of sessions per second   <100 000
Form factor   1U-4U Server

Data storage  from several days  
period    to several years
 
 

Parameters

The Stethoscope 3.0 appliance 
will be useful for most companies, 
as it offers a number of advantages 
over other solutions.

Ease of implementation  
and scalability
Simple installation which does not require 
changes in network infrastructure. You can 
analyze flows up to 1 Gbit/s on an average 
personal computer, while channels of up 
to 10 Gbit/s can be handled without 
expensive server equipment.

Flexible pricing
Both software and hardware are being 
selected based on network flow speeds, data 
storage periods, and the analyzers intended 
for use.

Usability
Intuitive interface makes for an easy start of 
work with the Appliance towards efficient 
network monitoring.

Import substitution
The Appliance was designed in Russia 
and supports Russian-made Elbrus 
platform. It is suitable for use in Russian 
governmental offices.

Advantages



Clients

Financial institutions

Governmental organizations and offices

Telecommunications companies

IT integrators

Partners

SSEC LLC High-Tech Bridge

MCST JSC



SSEC Security LLC

Ochakovskoye shosse 34 West Park Business Center

Moscow 119530 Russia 

+7 (495) 960 72 72

ssecline.ru

support@ssecline.ru


